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ABSTRACT
This guide, developed in Oregon, lists competencies
essential for students in computer-assisted drafting (CAD).
Competencies are organized in eight categories: rmmputer hardware,
file usage and manipulation, basic drafting techniques, mechanical
drafting, specialty disciplines, three dimensional drawIng/design,
plotting/printing, and advanced CAD. Each of the four to eight
competencies in each cate,-;ory includes a competency statement that
describes the performance standard required to demonstrate
proficiency in that skill. (KC)
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COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN/DRAFTING
COMPETENCY GUIDELINES
1.9 COMPUTER HARDWARE
1.1

COMPETENCY: Identify components of a computer-aided drafting (CAD) workstation.
Competency Statement
Given the physical hardware or reference materials, identify the minimum number of components required for a computer-aided drafting (CAD) workstation.

1.2

COMPETENCY: Start up and shut down of a microcomputer CAD system.
Competency Statement
Given the physical hardware of a CAD workstation, start up and shut down a microcomputer
CAD system so that all equipment functions properly without any errors or failures.

1.3

COMPETENCY: Operate a digitizer tablet with a CAD program.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation and digttizer tablet with either a stylus or puck, operate the digitizer
tablet with a CAD program to successfully draw an object using drawing and editing commands.

1.4

COMPETENCY: Operate a printer.
Competency Statement
Given a microcomputer and a printer, operate the printer so that a printed copy of a file or
program is produced.

1.5

COMPETENCY: Operate a pen plotter.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation and pen plotter, operate the pen plotter to produce a plotted drawing
in felt tip pen or wet ink that is positioned properly inside the edges of the paper and sized to a
specified scale.

1.6

COMPETENCY: identify, define, and operate the features and controls of a monitor.
Competency Statement
Given a computer monitor, identify, define, and operate the features and controls of the
monttor so that all controls and features are covered with 100 percent accuracy.

1.7

COMPETENCY: Identify and use the components of a microcomputer keyboard.
Se.D.Mpatericy Statement

Given a microcomputer keytoard, identify and use the components of a microcomputer
keyboard to satisfy the requirements of the CAD program.
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2.0

FILE USAGE AND MANIPULATION
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COMPETENCY: Load a program from a flexible or hard disk drive.
Competency Statement
Given a CAL) workstation and reference materials, load a program from a flexible or hard disk
drive so that the program functions according to its specifications.

2.2

COMPETENCY: Prepare blank flexible disks for use.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, prepare blank flexible disks for use so that
files can be stored and retrieved on the disk

2.3

COMPETENCY: Save and retrieve drawing files from a flexible or hard disk drive.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and file storage specifications, save and
retrieve drawing files from a flexible or hard disk drive into the correct directory so the files can
be edited in the future without searching through additional directories.

2.4

COMPETENCY: Construct a directory and subdirectory on flexible or hard disk.
Qampelenaatalemeni
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and directory naming specifications, construct
a directory and subdirectory on flexible or hard disk that are located and named according to
assignment and naming specifications.

2.5

COMPETENCY: Copy files.
ceomPetency Statement

Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, copy files from one directory to another
and from one disk to another without errors.
2.6

COMPETENCY: Rename files.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, rename files within a directory or on a disk,
according to r aming specifications without errors.

2.7

COMPETENCY: Delete files.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, delete files from the assigned directory or
disk without errors.
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3.0 PASIC DRAFTING TECHNIQUES
3.1

COMPETENCY: Plan, lay c.,ut, and use prototype drawims.
Competency Staterne,d

Given a computer, CAD program, and drawing specifications or sketches with at least three
different drawing types and scale requirements, plan, layout, and use prototype drawings.
The prototype drawings will allow the student to set up the drawing without any modifications
or corrections.

3.2

COMPETENCY: Construct a multi-view drawing with straight line segments and dimensions.
Competency Statement
Given a computer, CAD program, and drawing specifications or sketches, construct a multiview drawing with straight line segments and dimensions to 100 percent accuracy using ANSI
standards.

3.3

COMPETENCY: Construct a multi-view drawing with line, arc, circle entities, and dimensions.
Competency Statement

Given a computer, CAD program, and drawing specifications or sketches, construr I multiview drawing with line arc, circle entities, and dimensions to 100 percent accuracy using ANSI
standards.

3.4

COMPETENCY: Construct a drawing using at least three layers, colors, and line types.
Competency Statement
Given a computer, CAD program, and drawing specifications or sketches of an object with
dimensions, construct a drawing using at least three layers, colors, and line types to 100
percent accuracy using ANSI standards.

3.5

COMPETENCY: Identify and use the digitizer tablet menu and command to complete a
formal drawing.

canaelenra_Slalemeni
Given a computer, CAD program, digitizer tablet, tablet menu, and drawing specifications or
engineering sketches, identify and use the digitizer tablet menu and commands to complete a
formal drawing to 100 percent accuracy using ANSI standards.

3.6

COMPETENCY: Use editing commands and techniques to make drawing revisions and
corrections.
ompetency Statement
Given a computer, CAD program, drawing specifications, sketches, and requested changes,
use editing commands and techniques to make drawing revisions and corrections. The
revisions will be 100 percent accurate.
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3.7

COMPETENCY: Apply text to a drawing.

=.11edeficatatement
Given a computer, CAD program, and a drawing or sketches with at least three different text
requirements, apply text to a drawing. The drawing will be 100 percent accurate based on the
text requirements, the layout, and ANSI standards.
3.8

COMPETENCY: Draw objects using absolute, relative, and polar coordinates.

Competelicy Statement
Given a computer, CAD program, and a set of absolute, relative, and polar coordinates, draw
objects using absoNte, relative, and polar coordinates. The drawing will be 100 Percent
accurate.

4.0 MECHANICAL DRAFTING
4,1

COMPETENCY: Lay out the formal multi-view drawings for given objects.

Competency Statment
Given a computer, CAD 'program, and completely dimensioned engineering sketches of at
least four different objects, lay out the formal multi-view drawings for each object. The drawings will be accurate and technically correct in accordance with ANSI standards.

4.2

COMPETENCY: Lay out the formal mufti-view drawings with complete dimensions for given
objects.
Competency,Statement

Given a computer, CAD program, and conletely dimensioned engineering sketches of at
least four different objects, lay out the formal multi-view draWings with complete dimensions
for each object. The drawings will be accurate and technically correct in accordance with
ANSI standards.

4.3

COMPETENCY: Lay out formal multi-view drawings with complete tolerance dimensions for
given objects.
Competency Statement
Given a computer, CAD program, and completely tolerance dimensioned engineering
sketches of at least four different objects, lay out the formal multi-view drawing with complete
tolerance dimensions for each object. The drawings will be accurate and technically correct in
accordance with ANSI standards.

4.4

COMPETENCY: Draw multi-views with sections.

amplenaxiSlatemeni
Given a computer, CAD program, and completely dimensioned engineering sketches of at
least eight different objects, with each object using a different one of the following sectioning
techniques:
a.
b.

Full
Half
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. Aligned
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Offset
Removed
Revolved
Broken-out
Object with thin wall section, for solid application

Draw the formal multi-view with completely dimensioned drawings for each object. The
drawings will be accurate and tAnhnically correct in accordance with ANSI standards.

5.0 SPECIALTY DISCIPLINES
5.1

COMPETENCY: Identify and use specially tablet menu.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD wodistation and i'eference materials, Identify and use specialty tablet menus
according to the manufaurers instructions and specifications.

5.2

COMPETENCY: Create a set of standard symbols for a specific discipline.
Competency alerr-rent
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, create a set of standard symbols tor a
specific discipline that are accurate according to the specifications of that discipline.

5.3

COMPETENCY: Construct a drawing using a discipline-specific prototype drawing.
agnmedenGataament
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and existing drawings, construct a drawing
using a discipline-specific prototype drawing according to applicable standards for that discipline and general ANSI drawing standards.

5.4

COMPETENCY: Use existing symbols to construct nonscale and scaled drawings.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, specialty software, use existing symbols to
construct nonscale and scaled drawings to conform to applicat:a standards for that discipline
and general ANSI drawing standards.

6.0 PIREE DIMENSIONAL DRAWINCOLMit
6.1

COMPETENCY: Construct an isometric drawing using straight line segments.
Competency.31atement
Given a CAD worRstation and reference materials, construct an isometric drawing using
straight line segments with proper isometric angles and measurements.

6.2

COMPETENCY: Construct an isometric drawing using line, arc, and circle entitie3.
Competency_Statement

Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, construct an isometric drawing using line,
arc, and circle entities with proper isometric angles, measurements, and ellipse orientations.

6.3

COMPETENCY: Construct a true three dimensional drawing using line, arc, and circleenirties.
Cc2mpetency Statement

Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, construct a true three dimensional drawing
using line, arc, and circle entities using accurate measurements and angles.
6.4

COMPETENCY: Design an object in 3-D.

Compeency Statement
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and preliminary sketches, design a three
dimensional object that accurately reflects the design sketch without using two dimensional
views.
6.5

COMPETENCY: Display an object in any viewing plane.
Qgmpetency Statement
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and an existing drawing, display an objoct in
any viewing plane according to the ability of the CAD system.

6.6

COMPETENCY: Apply color and shading to an object.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD program with color and shading capabilfties, and reference rrutterials, apply
color and shading to an object to accurately reflect true colors and actual light and shadow
characteristics.

6.7

COMPETENCY: Display an object in a perspective view.

COMINIffird3latement
Given a CAD program with perspective capabilities, and reference materials, 6isp1ay an object
in a perspective view according to assignment specifications.

7.0 PLOTTING/PRINTING
7.1

COMPETENCY: Prepare a drawing file for plotting.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and an existing drawing, prepare a drawing file
for plotting without errors.

7.2

COMPETENCY: Plot a drawing at a variety of scales.

g_millencalatemsnt
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and an existing drawing, plot a drawing at a
variety of scales keeping the drawing inside the edges of the plotting L
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7.3

COMPETENCY: Plot a drawing on a variety of media sizes.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and an existing drawing, plot a drawing on a
variety of media sizes, with the entire object inside the edges of each size of the plotting
media.

7.4

COMPETENCY: Plot a drawing on different media using proper pens.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and an existing drawing, plot a drawing on
different media using proper pens without pens skipping and ink beading, smearing, or fading.

7.5

CGMPETENCY: Print a drawing using a dot matrix or laser printer.
rampetency Statement
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and an existing drawing, print a drawing using
a dot matrix or laser printer so that the entire drawing is printed on a single sheet of paper.

8.0 ADVANCED CAD
8.1

COMPETENCY: Create operating system menus to allow selection of computer nr-lciarn.
ca-Apatedmatatenagni
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, create operating system menus to allow
selection of computer program with each menu selection requiring a maximum of two keyboard inpuls, and the program executing without errors.

8.2

COMPETENCY: Write t- itch files that perform specific tasks automatically.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, write batch files that perform specific tasks
automatically v:,:nout errors.

8.3

COMPETENCY: Design custom macro commands to ..,e used by a CAD system.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, desiga custom macro commands to be
used by a CAD system that combine the functions of two or more existing commands and
functions without errors.

8.4

COMPETENCY: Create custom CAD program screen menus.
Competency Statiiment
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, create custom CAD program screen
menus that combine existing and custom commands and functions without errors.

8.5

COMPETENCY: Create custom digitizer tablet menus.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, create custom digitizer tablet menus that
combine existing rnd custom commands and functions without errors.

8.6

COMPETENCY: Arrange a group of drawings into a continuously running display on a
monitor.
Competency Statement
Given a CAD workstation and reference materials, arrange a group of drawinas into a continuously running display on a monitc; that displays each drawing for a minimvm of three seconds
without errors.

8.7

COMPETENCY: Design new commands using computer programming techniques.

Competencyatalemeni
Given a CAD workstation, reference materials, and a programming language such as
Auto lisp, design new commands using computer programming techniques that combine or
enhance the functions of existing commands without errors.
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